FLUOR CORPORATION

Fluor Corporation (NYSE: FLR) is building a better future by applying world-class expertise to technical solutions that deliver safe, well-executed, capital-efficient projects to clients around the world. Fluor had a revenue of $15.7 billion in 2020 and is ranked 181 among the Fortune 500 companies. With headquarters in Irving, Texas, Fluor has provided engineering, procurement and construction services for more than 100 years.

Organized into three business segments, Urban Solutions, Mission Solutions and Energy Solutions, Fluor serves clients in the advanced technologies, infrastructure, life sciences, government, mining and metals, and energy and chemicals market sectors.

Consistently rated as one of the world's safest contractors, Fluor's primary objective is to become a preeminent leader in professional and technical solutions, developing and executing capital projects on schedule, within budget and with operational excellence.

Fluor employees are dedicated to making socially responsible contributions to the global community. Fluor and the Fluor Foundation’s philanthropic works have resulted in more than $200 million in contributions and hundreds of thousands of volunteer hours served. Fluor’s values of integrity, excellence, teamwork and safety are central to all employees' endeavors.

Fluor has a strong reputation worldwide, recognized by the Ethisphere® Institute as a World’s Most Ethical Company® for 14 consecutive years, 2020-2007. Additionally, Engineering News-Record (ENR) magazine ranked Fluor first on its list of 2019 Top 100 Contractors by New Contracts.